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Mine detection has moved to the forefront as a concern for the United States 
Navy The mine lIueat imposed by other nations has lead to the development and 
evaluation ofrelatively fast , efficient, and effective mine detection systems. Airborne 
laser radar has been suggested as a possible technique for minehunting. This paper 
analyzes data co ll ected from t""'o developmental systems. These systems were tested for 
the purpose of exploiting shallow water regions opt ieany. These systems were Ocean 
Water Lidar (OWL), developed by NA we. Warminster, Pennsylvania, and Magic 
Lantern AdapUltion [Ml)A)], developed hy the Kaman Corporation, Bloomfield, 
Connecticut. The OWL system was analy;:ed by careful ly examining each individual 
lidar scan from four system passes wndueted off Eglin Air Force Base in September, 
1994. Excellent bathymetry daUl was obtained. but the laser spot sizes used (one meter 
and twelve meters) precluded successful detcction ofmine-lile objects, The ML(A) 
system was analyzcd hy carefully examining image data obtained from tests conducted 
off Eglin Air Force Base in Decembcr, 1994 Four hWldred and sixty three images were 
analyzed, from which thirteen were found to conUlin mine-like ohJects. The result of this 
analysis was that there is a need to combine the advantageous aspects of these ind ividual 
systems to develop an imaging system thaI takcs more advantage or the benefIts of range 
gatmg lidar teehniqucs 
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Modem teehnolugy has led to greal advancements in the development of highly 
sophisticated military syslems and weapons These programs have been available only to 
countries with large defense budgets within a relalive ly small procurement netl.-/ork 
There is a weapon, however, readily and cheaply available 10 anyone in the world that 
has become one of the most cust-effeetive force mullipliers of naval warfare. This 
weapon is the mine Mines have hecome mure and more desi rable by belligerents wurld 
wide for many reasons: they are small, easily concealed, cheap to acquire, require 
virtually no maintenance, have a long shelf life, are easy to Slore in considerable 
numbers, and can be laid easily and simply fi-um almust any type of platform . Mines can 
be deployed offensively and def"ensive ly to both protect one's own forces or waters, and 
to prevent an enemy's effective use of their forces or waters. Compared to the cust of a 
mine, the efforts required to counter and neutrali:....e it are disproportionately hugc. In 
order for the United States to continue to enjuy its present position at lhe peak of world 
mil itary power, it must de velop an etTieiem and effective means to deal with the 
menaemg mine 
The Ullited Stales Navy's policy; to retain the ability to project power forward 
from the sea (Department of the Navy. 1994), inherently sllggests the need to be able to 
dear a path to high value targets such as ports. anchorages, or offshore structures for 
amphibious or seaborne altaek. in order to he effective, these attacks must be carried out 
quickly and remain covert for as long as possible. \-tines must be located accurately to 
detennine safe routes, or to select a more favorable target. Current developments include 
an airborne lascr radar system for the minehuming task_ An aircraft flown along a beach 
or port entry can relay real-time infonnation about mine locations to the forcc 
commanders, while remaining relatively covert and out ofhann's way, as opposed to 
other minehunting techniques which require hours to days close to a hostile area, both 
tipping off the hostile forces ofpossiblc landing areas, and giving them time to fortify 
those areas. The most crucial area for mine clearance is the shallow water, or littoral, 
portion of an amphibious landing route. This regi on has been notoriously difficult to 
exploit acoustically, and is more amenahle to optical searches This paper will analyze 
data from two systcms that may he developed for this mission. 
II. BACKGROUND 
A. LASERS 
I. A Brier History of the Laser 
The key eonccpt underlying a laser's opemtion, was first proposed by Albert 
E instein in 1917. The physics was laid do",'n and the um!crlying principles were in placc 
as early as 1920 (Laurence, 1986). Considerable technological dcvelopments and 
evolution were required in order for all of the ingredients 10 be put together in just the 
nght way to allow for the laser to work 
A great deal of work was being done in the 1940's with the development of 
microwave radars during World War II. Radar sends out microwaves and then looks for 
reflections of these waves from surrounding objeds. The government was seeking 
sources of higher-frequency, shorter-wavelength radiowaves that could better serve the 
purpose of radar by traveling longer distances without spreading out and losing their 
power 
In 1954, Dr. Charles Townes was able to separate excited molecules in gaseous 
ammonia from the unexcited molecules, amplify them, and oscillate a microwave beam 
(Laurence, 1986). This became the first maser (Microwave Amplification by Stimulated 
Em ission of Radiation). The microwave wavelength used was a poor beginning because 
it was absorbed by watcr vapor in the atmosphere, and the purity of the signal was not 
sufficient for communication, This idea of using molecules as amplifiers, however, 
paved the way tor lasers 
In Decemher, 1958, Dr TO\¥TIes and Dr. Arthur Schawlow published the first 
paper on how a laser might be made (Laurence, 191016). All of the ingredients were now 
availahle, and an operating laser followed shortly thereafter 
In May of 1960, Dr. Theodore Maiman, off-Jughes Research Laboratories, built 
and operated the world's first laser (Laurence, 1986). Jt was a ruby las er that used a very 
powerful flash lamp to excite the chIomium atoms in the ruby crystal, the result of which 
was an intense pulse of red light This was the first time it had been possible to amplify a 
lighthcam 
Many of the intricacies about the development of the laser are subject to much 
controversy over exactly who did what, when. However, the Nobel Prize in Physics in 
1964 was awarded to Dr. To.....nes, and, from the Soviet Union, Drs. N.O. Hasov and A.M 
Prokhorov, for their efforts in leading to the development of masers and lasers (Laurence, 
1986). Since the first laser of Dr. Maiman, developments have occurred very rapidly, 
and the tecJmology has expanded greatly 
2. What is a Laser? 
The word la<;er itself, is an acronym for Light Ampliiication by Stimulated 
Emission of Radiation. Radiation, in this case, is electromagnetic energy as illustrated 
in the electromagnetic spectrum in Figure 1, where visible light represents a very small 
portlOn 
A laser is a device that uses a mcans of excitation to pump energy into the 
electrons ofa lasing medium, which in tum emits and amplifies a light beam fonned by 
mirrors at each end of the lasing medium. The mirror at one end is partially transmitting, 
which permits the amplified light beam to escape from the laser. The color, or 
wavelength, oflhe light is detennined hy the difference in the energy levels of the excited 
state and that of the lower state 
There are three basic clements required to make a laser: a lasing medium, some 
form of excitation source, and an optical resonator. The lasing medium is the substance 
that actually gcnerates the li!;ht. It can be a gas, liquid, or solid, The excitation source 
provides cnerh'Y to the lasi ng med ium. This is referred to as pumping. The optical 
resonator provides feedback into the lasing medium. which enhance the stimulated 
cmission ofJight (release of photons) 
There are many characteristics of laser energy which make it a desirable sourec of 
transmission (Hecht, 1982) 
I. lhe electromagnetic radiation is monochromatic 
2, The electromagnetic radiation is coherent 
:3 	The electromagnetic radiation is collimated (h ighly dircctional) - this allows 
the light to be focuscd to a spot ,>,,:ith a diametcr cqual to the \vavclength of the 
light 
4. Light is available in a wide range of power levels (microwatts to terawatts) 
5. Light can be available continuously or in incredibly short. powerful pulses. 
6. I._lght is available in a wide range of colors (x -rays to microwaves) 
r he only way to produce strong stimulated cmission is to have a population 
inversion; more excitcd atoms than unexcited atoms. This condition is created in a laser 
by pumping atoms or molecules with energy at the proper wavelength to excite th\:m to 
higher energy levels The source oftbis energy may be electrical, chemical, nuclear, or 
optical 
As development and research of lasers has continued, many different kinds of 
lasers and lasing media have be\:n tested and used o]Xrationally Only tb\: kinds used hy 
the systems analyzed in this pllpt:r wi ll be described here 
3. Ncodymium(Nd) Lasers and Nd/YAG 
One of the most common lasers is the neodymium(Nd) laser It is a solid state 
laser consisting of an optical crystal with atoms of the lasing makriaJ embedded in the 
crystal . Solid state, in this case, is used to descrihe the fact that the lasing medium is a 
solid. Th\: Nd laser has heen fou nd to have many advantages over gas lasers. First. it 
permits a higher density of lasing atoms. which allow it to d\:ve lop mort: gai n and 
produce more pow\:r output per unit volum\:. Second, an Nd laser is simpler to hu ild and 
maintain than a gas laser due to its lack of glass tubes under vacuum and the need for 
supplies of gas. The Nd laser can operate pulsed or in a continuous mode since the solid­
state laser crystals tend to he ahle to store energy with a reasonably long upper state 
lifetime (0.25 milliseconds). Pulsed operation results in considerahly high\:f power 
lev\:\s. Also, solid-state lasers are easier and mo re effective to scale to larger sizes and 
can he pumped efficiently by semiconducting diodes. 
A'C> stated earlier, the Nd laser consists of neodymium io ns cmbedded in a host 

material . The most popular host is yttrium aluminum garnet (VAG), from the garnet 

family of crystals. YAG is chosen because it is transparent at the lasing wavelength and 
at the optical pumping wavelengths because YAG has a high tbennal conductivity, it is 
able to withstand the high temperatures induced by the flash lamps without distorting, 
erackine, or changing optical propertics. Also, its thermal stability permits continuous 
operation. [t can provide continuous output powers from a few mi lliwatt:; to LOO watts or 
more, and pulse energies of )00 Joules in 20 nanoseconds, resul ting in power levels of 
500 megawatts per pulse (Laurence, 1986). Finally, it can be built to very smaU scale 
The NdlYAG laser emits a strong beam at 1.06 microns, which is in the infrared 
range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Nonlincar optical crystals, such as deuterated 
potassium phosphate, can be used in conjunction with Nd lasers to double the output 
freq uency to 532 nanometers (the blue- green range of the electromagnetic spectrum) 
4. Excimer Lasers 
In 1975, JJ Ewing, while working for AVCO-£verett. developed the excimer 
laser (Laurence, 1986). Excimer lasers are in the catcgory of gas lasers. The basic 
operational concept is that energetic electrons from a heam, or discharge, deposit energy 
in the lascr gas. This causes a rare gas (argon,krypton,xenon) to react with a halogen 
(chlorine, fluorine , bromine, iodine) to form an excimer (Hecht, 1982). An cxcimtr is a 
molecule that can exist only in an electronically excited stale. The excimer emits a 
photon (by spontaneous or stimulated emission) whIch causes it to break up into its 
constituent atoms instead of going to its grOLmd state, of which there is none. This break 
up automatically ensures that the population of the lower level of the laser transition 
remains zero, which simplities th~ r~quirements for obtaining a population inversion. 
There is no absorption of laser light by the molecules in the ground state. Every excited 
molecule contributes to the population inversion, Hlthough the upperstate lifetime is only 
a few nanoseconds long 
Exeimer lasers emit powerful pulses oflight whose wavelengths are mostly in the 
ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The ultraviolet photons posses more 
energy for interaction with atoms and molecules, and for excitation of nonlinear 
processes generating light output at other wavelengths 
5. Dye Lasers 
[n 1966, Peter Sorokin, at lBM, discovered that dyes could be made to lase 
(Laurence, 1986). This led to the development of dye lasers, in which the lasing medium 
is a fluorescent organic compound, called a dye, in a liquid solvent. Because dyes have a 
broad emission spectrum, they can resonate at many different wavelengths. This aspect 
gives the laser wavelength tunability, and the wavelength of their output can be scanm:d 
over 10 to 40 nanometer ranges. D iffcrent types of dyes provide laser output over 
wavelengths ranging from the ncar-ultraviolet to the near-infrared. 
Th~ tunabi lity of the dye laser arises from the fact that the dye is a complex 
molecule that has vibrational and rotational enerb'Y levels, as well as electronic energy 
levels. The transitions between energy levels makes it tunable. Two mirrors that form 
lhe opti.eaJ resonator dctennine the output wavelength. Prisms Of gratings in lhe 
resonator will fa vor a high Q at only om: particular wavelength at a t ime Rota ting the 
prism or grating tWles the laser to the desired wavelength 
Si nce the dyes used in this laser are liquids, they cannot sustain an electron ic 
discharge, and, therefore, cannot be pumped electrical ly, hut , rather. must be pumped 
optically. The optical pumping source must be in the green, blue, or near-ultraviolet 
regions ofth<: dcctromagnetic spectrum. The molecules o f the dye do not absorb light 
<:as il y. Light tends to pass through without affecting the dye. Therefore, the pump light 
must be of high power and be veTY concentrated. This usually leads to the laser being 
pumped by another laser (e.g. an excimer laser) , which, of coursc, induces losses in 
overall effici ency. Th<:sc losses are deemed acceptable, however, when the aspect of 
llmability is required or desired 
6. Charged Coupled Devices 
The charged coupled device (CCD) was developed around 1970 as an advanced, 
solid-state, imaging detector to replace vidicon. CCDs have the advantage of small size, 
low weight, low power consumption, ul tra- low noisc, linearity, dynam ic range, 
photometric accuracy, broad spectral response, geometric stabi lity, reliabi li ty, and 
durability (Jancsick, 1995). They are also bctter suikd to image moving targets and are 
able to create a high resolution image, even inlow-light cond itions 
The basic func tions a CCO performs in gencrating an image are: charge 
generation, charge collection, and charge transfer. Charge generation takes advant.1gc of 
the photoconductive effect When photons interact with the silicon of the CCl), they 
excite electrons from the valence band to the covalent band. These photoelectrons are 
thl:n cullel:tt:d in the nearest pixel. Pixds an: ddlm::d by mdal-oxidl: l:b:trodl:s, l:ullt::d 
gates, formed 011 the surface of the CCD_ The image generation process is illustrated in 
Figure 2, \'Iith the huckets representing the pixels of the CCT} The charge is transferred 
to a hurizontal shift register of pixels at tht: end of each. column by manipulating tht: 
voltage on the gatcs in a systematic way so that the signal clectrons move do\~ll vertically 
from one pixel to the next in a conveyor-belt-like tashion, l'his register collects a line at 
a time and then transports the l:harge pockets in a serial fashion to an output amplifier 
An on-chip amplifier cOIl\,'ens this charge packet to a useful output voltage that is 
amplified, processed, and digItally encoded otf ehip_ The dil,>itai data is stored in a 
computer and an image is reconstructed on a television monitor (Janesick, 1995) 
7. Applications of Lasers 
Since tJleir discovery, lasers have been used in many and varied applications in 
fields as diverse as mtdicine, construl:tiun, throughout industry, and thl: military. They 
have been used for such tasks as cutting steel, surgery, making straight lines, measuring 
air pollution, aiming rifles, illuminating targets, communicating without \.vires or radio, 
and even to guide bulldozers to cut ptrfct;tly level fidd~ suitabk fur irrigation. Perhaps 
the most dramatic use of lasers was when Apollo Elc\'en plaecd a mirror on the surface 
of the moon so that a laser beam could be shot off the surface of the earth and retlected 
off tbe mirror to measure the distance fi'Oll1 the eanh to the moon to within l:entirne1e1 
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n. LlDAR 
It can be said that the first military application of using light to search for objects 
undcr\vater can be traced to the usc of searchlights on aircraft during \Vorld War n to 
illuminate the water and, thus, possible enemy submarines elose to the surface. To 
illustrate the concept oflidar, an acronym for Light Detection and Ranging, it can be 
thought of as a direct extension of conventional radar tcchniques to the very short 
wavelengths produced by lasers. Thc lidar technique operates on the same basic 
principles as microwave radars 
Since these systems ope rate at much shoner wavelength~, laser radars are capable 
of higher range and angular accuracy than microwave radars. Laser systems, however, 
arc more susceptib le to the vagaries of the atmosphere and are, thus, generally res tricted 
to shorter ranges in the lower atmosphere than microwave radar. New capabilities, such 
as tactical range and ve locity imaging systems, autonomous missile guidance, precise 
aircraft navigation and guidance, precision fire control, and remote atmospheric sensing 
have become feasible wi th th is great shift in wavelength (Je lal ian, 1992) 
Lidar systems combine the capabilities of radar and optical systems to allow 
simultaneous measurement of range, reflectivity, velocity, temperature. azimuth, and 
elevation angle. These six dimensions of target infonnation can be uti lized in fire control 
and weapon systems applications to allow target acquisition, tracking, c\assitication, and 
imaging. Active lidar tcchniques have the advantage over passive lR systems in that the 
fR systems are dl:pendenr UJXln target emissivity and temperature characteristics, while 
11 
the laser system is target reflectivity dependent. This allows ror reliable target 
measurement independent of time of day or target operation 
Laser technology allows the combination of coherent light sources, modulahlc in 
frequency and amplitude, with signal processing techniques based on radar technology 
Tt extends underwater imaging techniques far beyond the usc of standard video cameras 
tor short-distance identification 
The laser's modulation capabilities allow for accurate target measurements and 
time/fn:quency gating of atmospheric or terrain background clutter, This has led to the 
main advantage ofa lidar imager, compan:d to a standard optical system: its ability to 
gate the return signal versus range thereby separating spurious light backscattered by the 
medium from that reflected by the target. 
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Ill. THEORY 
The concept behmd an airborne last:r radar is that a scanner system in an aircraft 
sweeps a laser beam eonsi~ting of a series of very short, intense pulses of light, in a plane 
normal to the aircraft's motion. To achieve a contiguous scan on the ocean surface or at 
a desired dcpth in the water, requires the selection ofthe proper pul se repetition 
frequency, spot size, and angular scan ralt:, The signal received from the target is 
superimposed on the background and laser radiation reOeet.ed from thc surface, and laser 
radiation backscattered from the water. An optical receiver detects the reflected pulses 
that travel back to the sensor system Range gating and filtering enhance the targt: t 
signal 
Range gated systems synchromze tht: laser transmitter and signal receiving scnsor 
so that the sys tem receives light from a specific range. Light reflected from the 
atmosphere, water volume, and Objects at any other range is t:xcluded. 
A. ENERGY 
Optical radiation propagates wi th wave characteristics, hut the creation and 
detection process involves discrete packets of energy. The energy associated with one 
photon packet is equal to (hi), where h is Planck' s constant (6,626* 10-34 h ) and fis the 
transmitter frequency. The number of photons arriving ill an optical receiver in a second 
is the recei ved energy divided by (hi) (J clalian, 1992). The numbt:r of photons arriving 
j} 
per second at a spccific wavelength times Planck 's constant gives the received power 
As the wavelength becomes shorter, the energy ofa photon increases 
B. LASER AANGE LQIJATlON 
The laser range equation expresses the received energy (power) as a funct ion of 
the transminer energy (power), output beam divergence, range from the receiver, 
optics/atmospheric and sea water transmission, and receiver collection aperture 
As ill ustrated in figure 3, the basic form of the laser range equation is 
P, = {PAR 2Q,)}(pA,){A./(R, 2 Q,)}(T],Tj,) [Equation 1] 
Where: P, = Receive(] power (energy) from target 

P, = Transmitted laser power (energy) 

R = Range from the transmitter to the target 

R, = Range from the receiver to the target 

n. = Solid angle of the transmitted beam 
0., = Solid angle of the reflected beam 
A ~ Cross sectional area of the reflecting targct = {(1tI4)R 2 fl, 2 ) 
A, = Receiver clear aperture area 
p = Average refiectivity orthe target 
Tjt = Transmission coefficient for the transmitted beam 
(includes optics as well as atmospheric/water properties) 
11, = Transmission coefficient [or the reflected beam 
( includes optics as well as atmospherics/water properties) 
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C NOISE 
In any transmitting and/or receiving system, anything other than the desired signa! 
is considered to be noise 
l. Backgrouud Noise 
Background noise in optical receivers includes reflections of signals from the 
earth, the sun, the atmosphere, clouds, or any other source that contributes an undesired 
signal to the n:et:iver This effect is analogous to turning on one's headlights on a foggy 
night. The hrighter one ' s lights are, the more light is scattered back at the vehicle, 
making it more difficult to set: the desired signal: the road. This same problem can occur 
for ungated laser systems propagating radiation into ckar air, hazc, and clouds 
2. Tbermlll Noise 
Thcnnal noise, nonnally represented as kT, produces blackbody radiation In this 
case, k is Saltzman' s constant (1.39*10-23 J/K) , and T is absolutc temperature in degrees 
Kelvin. The Stcfan-Bo!tzman radiation law relatt:s the power emi tted from a blackbody 
radiator to the fo urt h power of tile temperature of th e radiator. The total blackbody 
radiation cmitted over a 2n solid angle, PIobt , may be expressed as the product of the 
mdiant emittance, I., and the surface area \~ithin the field of view, A" as in the follow ing 
equation (Jelalian, 1992): 
[Equatio n 2] 
\\fhere 0, = Stcfan-13o!tzman constant - ".67* I 0 - l2 \Vcm -2 K--4 
T = Absolute temperature (degrees Kelvin) 
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A selective oplical filter can be used 10 allow the receiving system to pass only a 
portion of p.", thereby reduo:;ing the blackbody background noise contribution 
3. Signal Induced Noise 
Signal-induced noise refers to tbe shot noise o:;aused by the ro:;ccived signal itself 
coming into a do:;teetor. The received signal includes a variance in the number of photons 
per second received This variation appears as no ise. Often, this is referred to as 
quantum noise because it is induced hy the signal whcn thc signal exists 
4. Noise Power Spectnt) Density 
rhe relationship between the wavelength and the dominant noise of a system may 
be demonstrated in the noisc power spectral density referred to the input (1.jl) in 
Watts/Hertz as in the fo lluwing equation (Jelaiian, 1992) 
~(n ~ «hty{(',p[(hfj/(kTJ])-I))' hr, [Equation 3J 
where all terms are defined as previously 
From Ihis equation, it can he determined that at wavelengths lower than 
]0 -4 melers (visible light), thennal noise is the minimum discernible noise source. In the 
region of the electromagnetic spectrum from 10 -4 meters toward shortcr wavelengths, 
the minimwn detectable signal is actually the photon noise (signal-induced noise). This 
is also illustrated in Figure 4, which is a plot of the noise power spectral density versus 
wavelength. 
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n. SEA~WATER AS A TRt\NS,\lnTING MEnTUM 
Most lidar work has been done wilh the atmosphere as the sole propagation 
medium. Air is not a perfect homogeneous med ium, and internal induced density 
lluctuations alter the index of refraction. In addition, particulates must b\: considered 
when predicting, and accounting for, the energy propagation. An airborne lidar system 
for use as a sea-water searching device must considt'T l10t only the atmosphere, but also 
the air/water interface, the waler itself, and the sea bed from which the energy is 
reflected 
The shape of the lidar return signal provides information about the state o f the 
medium Interpretation urlhe results of this process, in sea water, is quite a difficult 
problem Since sea-water is a multicomponcnt medium, it is both an absorbing and 
scattering medium. Absorption and scattering are mainly due to the presence of organic 
or mineral panicles suspended in tht: sea-watt:r, the sizt: ofwhieh arc generally larger 
than the Jascr wavelength. Multiple interactions of radiation with these scattering and 
absorbing particles distorts the signal shape. Atmospheric scattering and the interaction 
with the air-water interface can modify the pulse shape (Shamanaev, 1994) 
l.rarticlc Oeusity 
Particle density may vary b'Teatly from one type of water to another, but regardless 
of particle density, the spectral window of least attenuation for sea-water is in the blue­
green rangt: ohhe electromagnetic spectrum bct\veen 410 nanometers and 550 
nanometers. Minimum absorption varies with the water particle load, and shifts to the 
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yellow range when the particle load increases (Kervem, 1(92), In the blue-green region 
of minimum absorption, underwater optical properties are quite different from acoustical 
properti~s. hgur~ 5 re.... eals the weakness of optics in effective propagation, which may 
vary greatly from one body ofwatcr to another, or from season to season, hut it also 
revcals optic's unique advantage of high potential resolution and efficient crossing oCthe 
air/water interface (Kervem. 1992) 
2. Attenuation, Absorption, and Scattering 
The attenuation coefficicnt of sea-water includes contributions from radiatjon 
scattering and absorption by water, suspended particles, and dissolved organic 
components 
The beam attenuation coefficient, denoted c, is the attenuation for a narrow beam 
of laser energy, and is one of three coefficients used to modcl sea-water optical 
characteristics with reasunable m;eumey, The other two are the ahsorption and scattering 
cocftieicnts, denoted a and b respectively, such t.hat c ~ al b (Ken'em. J 992). figure 6 is 
a graph of the attenuation coefficient for pure filtercd water as a function of wavelength. 
The effective range of the lidar system depends on the trdllsmitted optical puwer and thc 
attenuation of the sea-water. Attenuation varies from one typt: of wa1er to another and 
leads to an exponential decrease of the transmitted power. For wide field of view laser 
systems, it is more valuable to measur~ the diffus!;: atknuation eotfficient as opposed to 
the beam attenuation coefficient. Most CUlTcnt models assume thc watcr is homogencous 
in depth and lateral range, However, in seawater, an appreciable gradicni in thc diffuse 
attenuation coefficient has actually been observed. Figure 7 illustrates the differences in 
the diffuse attenuation coefficient as a function ofwavclength for difftrcnt water types 
This gradient can be accounted for in explicit numerical integrals which requin: the 
specification of an assumed or mea~ured diffuse attenuation coefIicient profile 
rhe inverse ofthe attenuation coefficient is the attenuation length. The 
attenuation length is the distance where the intensity of a parallel light beam declines by 
a factor of e (natural log hase), or about 4 decibels 
In shallow waler, using aircraft at relatively low altitudes, the dominating factor 
determining the effectiveness ofa lidar system, is the scattering coefficient for the sea­
water, referred to as b above_ The sca~watcr volume backscatter coefficient as a 
fum.:tion ofanglc, denoted [}(O) (in meters - 1 steradians - \ ) is very difficult and time 
consuming to measure accurately, but Villil in ddemlining an accurate b value, and, thus, 
the prohahilities of dett:ction for the system . This tenn changes drastirully from one 
region of cOllSlli! waters to the next due to both organic and inorganic particles and 
substances suspended and mixed within the water volume. This same variability has 
been witnessed on a scale of mere meters between successive la~cr pulses 
Coastal Systems Station, Panama City, Florida, has sampled waters off the Florida 
and California coasts in conjunction with airborne laser system tests. Figures 8 through 
13 are plots of values received from CSS, Panama City, which provide an illustration of 
the variability ofthe volume backscatter coefficient frum one coastal region to another 
Figure 8 shows values for measurements taken along the coast of San Nicholas Island ofT 
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the Southem Califomia coast on 11 August, 1995, at 0823 in the morning, This :Figure 
illustrates not only the variability or the backscatter coefficient with depth, hut also the 
high values associated \'.,ith the California coastal region. Figure 9 shows, on(;e again, the 
backscatter variability with depth in the same region and on the same day as figure 8, but 
tllis SUl\<'ey was done in tIle early afternoon_ Comparison between figures 8 and 9 
illustrates how backscatter values change with time of day_ This variability with time of 
day reveals the effects of tidal transport of particulates to the coastal regions, Fi gure 10 
is a plot of values from 12 AUf,'llst, 1995, at 0655 in the morning for the same region 
surveyed for Figures 8 and 9, This figure is a more telling example of how the 
backscattcr coefficient can change on a time scale of approximately one day_ Tidal 
effects are illustrated, once again, upon comparison of Fib'Ures 10 and .11, Figure 11 
shows data for the same region on the same day as Figure 10, bUllater in the morning 
Figure 12 is a plot of hack scatter coefTicient values [or the coastal region ofOkaloosa 
bland, off the Northwest Florida coast 'l'he rdativc clarity of the water or this region, 
when compared to that of the California coast, is evident by the drastically reduced 
backscatter coefficient values_ :Notice, however, variabiJity with depth remains a factor 
Figure J3 is a plot of values taken approximately t\.velve nautical miles off the shore of 
Northwest Florida_ These values dramatically show the difference hetween clear open 
watcr and the ncar shore regions of the previous figures, Daily variabilily, however, is 
still evident 
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As slated by Brett Cordes, Electronics Engi neer working as lead analyst for i'vlagic 
Lantern programs at Coastal Systems SlatlO11 Panama City, f lorida 
The key environmental rt:sults of these lests has heen the sharp gradient in optical 
degradation as one approaches the surf zone due 10 increased particulates stirred by wave 
action. The other sib'Tlificant resuli was thaI thc majority of the total loss was due to 
scattering. Direct attenuation did not dramatically increase. System results backed the 
environmental measurements, Rdatively low laser pulse energy returned adequate return 
from the bottom. High power did nOl produce better re~ults since rct;civers were not 
photon limited. Scattering reduced the target contrast and dominated Ihlo: re turn through 
blur effects 
The volume scattering function, shown in Figure 14 , represents the radiation 
pattern of energy scattered by the sca-water volume unit (Kl>:rvem , 1992)_ It has bel>:n 
shown expeflmentally that the shape oflhe voJume scattering function varies little from 
one sea-water region to another 
3, Optical Density 
The anrupt change in index of refraction helween air and water produces a 2% 
reOection at the air/waler interface_ This leads to tne signals from the water and from the 
atmosphere and air/water interface entering a detector simultaneously_ ln the design and 
perfonnance of Iidar measurements, this etfect must be taken into account (Shamanaev, 
J994) 
An increase in the optical density ofsea-waler causes a decrease of the rdative 
contribution of the atmosphl>:rie component to thl>: signal. It has ocen found through 
baih)Tl1etric application of lidar that the depth of sounding coastal water is limitl>:d by its 
optical density, not the atmosphere (Sharnanaev, 1994) 
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4. Effcct ofWind-Driveo Sea Wa\'cs 
The eneq",), of the !idar signal coming from a subsurface water layer decrcm;es 
with an increase ill wind velocity. Increasing wind velocity causes an increase of wind 
driven sea waves, which induce a nonstationary interface, which, in tum, results in an 
intensification o f reflection and re-reflection of radiation scattered by the interface 
Surface wave focusing effects the apparent brightness of the backseattercd 
radiation. This dIect is time-varying, and this modulatt:d return causes a large scatter in 
the signal-to-noise ratio and target signature. Although this effect cannot be totally 
eliminated, it can be mitigated hy increasing the transmincr cnerb'Y. incrcasi ng the 
receiver sensitivity, Increasing the transmitter and receiver field of view, or by 
form ula ting an algorithm that accounts for thc surface foeu~ing 
In the case of very high sea states or silallow water where thcre may be hreaking 
waves, other fac tors arc induced. First, there will be a highcr presence of aerosols in the 
atmosphere just above the sea surface caused by the sea spray, increasing the optical 
density ofthc atmosphere, and, thus, the scattering effects of the atmosphere. Second, 
the presence of bubbles, foam , and mixed particulates caused by the breaking waves may 
scatter the incidcnt radiation so severely that it may become virtually unreceivable by the 
system 
5. Effcct of The Sea Bottom 
In different coastal regions, or along a single coastal region, there are large 
variations in bottom color, brightness, and texture over distance. In some areas these 
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distances can be just a few meters. These variations arc a function of depth, vegetation, 
sand waves, coral heads, channels, and other such factors 
Differences such as these kad to rapid changes in the pulse width and amplitude 
of the enerb'Y reflected from the bottom, aml thus, large variations in data about the 
bottom structure, and the depth of the water itself. 
For imaging systems that depend on the relative difference in the reflectivity of 
the target and the bottom, an inhomogeneous bottom makes it difficult to identify a 
target If the target has the same rd1cctivity as the bottom, or at least approximately so, 
the Job of differentiating between the target and the bottom is greatly exacerbated 
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IV. AN APPLICATION Of AIRBORNE LlDAR 
A. ALRHORNE LASER BATHYI\ll ETRY 
Airborne laser bathymetry is a relatively new 1001 that allows vcry rapid 
hydrographic surveys 10 be conducted in shallow waters w ithout the common marine 
navigation difficulties_ This technique offers the advantages of being fast, allowing low 
cost surveys of coastal areas, and is especially useful when these areas arc spread out, 
difficult to reach, or require repetit ive sUlveys (Kervern, 1992) 
Figure 15 shows the results from the lest ofa French system conducted in 
CarneTe! in November, 1986 (Kervem, 1992). This figure shows that the achievable 
accuracy of a laser system is comparable 10, jf not better than, that of existing acoustic 
systems 
The basic operating principles of airborne laser bathymetry systems are that a 
pulsed laser on board an aircraft sends an ultra-short (5-10 nanosecond) luminous pulse 
to the sea bed. This pulse is located in the blue-green spectrum where, as previously 
stated, sea-water is least absorptive. This pulse travels through the atmosphere, 
experiencing practicall y no attenuation, to the air/sea interface. Once the pulse hits the 
water, the first echo is retransmitted to the receiver due to the difference between the 
air 's and the water' s index of refraction. Air's index is one, while water 's is 
approximately 1.333 (KeIVem, 1992), As this pulse continues through the water column, 
suspended particles of organic origin (plankton) or mineral orib.-jn (sediment) diffuse the 
transmitted light, and produce a diffuse echo due to volume reverberation or 
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backs(;attering. The amount of this backscattcring dcpends upon the concentration of 
these partieles, The sea bed produces a final echo The amplitude of this echo depends 
on the botlom type 
The time difference between the sea surface echo and the bottom echo (L\t) 
provides the water depth (h) using the following fonnula (Kervern, 1992): 
h=(c.. t..t)12 [Equation 4] 
where c = velocity of Ji ght in water;; 225000 ki lometers/second 
It AN EXAMPLE: LARSEN 500 (CANADlAl'Ir.,) 
I. System ConceptiDcscription 
The feasibility ofmeasuring water depth with an airborne lidar system was first 
demonstrated in the 1960 's. The Canadian Larsen 500 system represents approximately 
ten years of work that started in the \970's (Banic, \986). This scanning, airborne 
hydrographic surveying lidar hathymeter has a depth penetration capability of [our 
optical diffuse attenuation lengths with an accuracy of =1= .3 meters (Ranic, ]986). At its 
nominal altitude of 500 meters, thc swath is about 270 meters. It incorporates a unifom1 
sounding density on a 35 meter grid spacing with a positioning ac(;uraey of about J5 
meters (Banic. 1986) 
This system uses a Q-swit(;hed, frequency doubled Nd/Y AG laser. Q-switching 
fonns a higher level of population inversion, Frequency doubling produces a short pulse 
of infrared (1064 nanometers) and h'Teen (532 nanometers) laser radiation. The average 
repetition rate is approximately 20 pulses per sccond. The laser generates nvo megawatts 
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of peak power in a five nanosecond pulse at 532 nanometers and approximately five 
megawatts in eight nanoseconds at 1064 nanometers (Banie, 1986) 
The high atknuation coefficient ofwaler at 1064 nanometers prevents the 
infrared pulse from penetrating more than a few centimeters_ Thus, Ihe water surface 
scatters the infrared pulse while the green pulse penetrates the wdter column and ;s 
scattered from the bOllOm. The receiver in Ihe aircraft detects both scattered pulses, and 
the elapsed time between the two is used 10 mlo:usure the water depth 
A beam expanding telescope, and two beam steering mirrors, direct the laser 
output beam toward Ihe water by way ofa scanning mirror. Laser firing control allows a 
~pecific and highly unifonn grid pattern to be generated on the water. Thc accuracy of 
the grid is dekrmined from ealibratcd laser beam exit angles rclative to the optical sensor 
frame , together with aircraft position , a ltitude, and attitude information 
The relatively low repetition rate of the laser requires a uniform scan pattern in 
order to provide effieicnt ground coverage. A constant scan angk will minimizc the 
amount of eom:ctions to raw depths in the data processi ng since underwater propagation 
path depends on the blo:am incidence angle, A scan angle of 1 5 degrees minimizes the 
depth bias over the entire range of water paramders (Banic, 1986) 
A quasi-conical scanner, rotating mirror, and staggered-time laser fi re control 
produce an elliptical scan un the ground, displaced relative to the aircraft that has a 
nearly eonstant scan angle over the swath width, Thlo: proper sounding pattern is 
achieved by firing the laser, through a time code generator, once per rotation of the 
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scanning mirror, to provide nine equally spaced points across the swath The result is a 
series of ni ne parallel tnlcks 
The operator sets the range gate in the receiver to prevent false triggering of the 
receiver system from aerosol scattering or low-lying haze or fog lhe operating altitude 
detemlines the range gate 
The receiver includes a teleswpe with a .2 meter apenure and a 1.4 meter focal 
length, for a three degree total field of view (Banic, 19&6). It also incorporates a five 
mil li radian spatial block to attenuate water surface return in the green channel, while 
allowing subsurface scattered light to pass unattenuated. The optical path includes 
baffles between the fO(; using lens and the green receiver. The green channel detector is a 
photomultiplier operated at low ga in to prevent saturation during high ambient light 
wnditions 
The dala acquisition system records the digitized !idar wavefonn, the orientation 
ofthe optical sensor, the aircraft position and altitude (also used to provide real-time 
guidance information to the pilot), slant range to the water surface, and the velocity data 
from the aircnlft's inenial reference system. A high resolution nadir-looking video 
camera provides a visual image of the scanned region 
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2. Brief Discussion of Test Results 
Flight tests took plae<: in tht:: summer and fall of 1984, and again in the spring of 
1985 over Ottawa River, Lake Ontario, and Lake Huron Dissimilar siles provided 
diversity in water clarity, depth and surface wave structure, and ambient light conditions 
Lidar data was compared to that obtained from a previous high density acoustic sllfvey 
The standard deviation orlhe hdaT measurement error was .26 meters (Banic, 1986) 
rhe Larsen 500 deployed on its first hydrographic survey mIssion in August 1985 
in the Canadian arctic for the purpose of producing navigation charts. Tbis involved 200 
flightlines covering an area of2000 square kilometers with 30 hours of recordL'<i da ta 
(Ban ie, 1986). Figure J6 snows samples ofsequenliaiiidar waveforms recorded in the 
arctic_ The narrow peak of cons tant width and amplitude at the beginning of each trace 
is the infrared surface marker pulse. ' I"he second peak is the vol ume backscatter from the 
water, and the last peak is the bottom return, both ofwhich are from the green lase pul sc 
The final result was that the system demonstrated the ability to meet the requirements of 





V. ATRRORJII'E LIDAR AS A MlNEHUNllNG TOOL 
Laser technology and its application in exploiting sea-water as a medium has 
given rise to the possihility ofil~ use as a minehunting tool. Whether mines are floating 
in the sea-water volume or laying on the sea bed in shallow watcr areas, examining the 
electromagnetic radiation scattered b)' them can provide for positive detection, and, with 
high resolution. classification. 
This paper will analyze data collected from two systems considered as possible 
airborne laser mine detection systems: Ocean Water Lidar, and Magic Lantern. Ocean 
Watcr Lidar (OWL), developed by the Naval Air Warfare Center (NA We), Aircraft 
Division, Warminster, Pennsylvania, was used to conduct an airborne [idar bathymetric 
survey of Hamlet's Cove Test Range. Magic Lantern is a lidar-based mine detcction 
system developed by Kaman Corporation, Bloomfield, Connecticut TIle variant orthe 
Magic Lantcrn system applicable to this paper is the MagiC Lantern Adaptation, rcferrcd 
to as ML(A). and has been adapted for detection of smal l mine-like objects (anti-invasion 
mincs which are smaller and lay eloser togethcr than most other mines) in the region 
from water depths of approximately ten feet to the high-water-mark on the beach 
The data presented in this paper are from nights of the two individual systems 
conducted over the waters off the coast ofNorthwcst Florida. Although these n ights 
were conducted at different times of the year, times of day, and different water 




1. System Concept/Description 
The OWL system was developed originally for anti-submarine warfare purposes. 
but has also been used for !idar bathymetric survey purposes. Figure 17 is a umeeptual 
system diagram ofa laser sOWlder similar to the OWL system, The weight of the system 
is approximately 6000 pounds, and requires 25 KVA of three phase 400 Hertz power 
These size, weight, and power consumption requirements necessitated a dedicated 
aircraft to support the flight testing. The lidar system was designed, fabricated, and 
installed aboard a P-3A, BuNo. 152150, aircraft by the Naval Air Warfare Center 
(NA WC), Aircraft Division, Warrninster, Pennsylvania, As illustrated in Figure 18, 
extensive modification orthe aircraft was required to satisfy program requiremcnts 
The system utilizes m'o XeCI exeimer lasers to pump a dye laser operating at a 
nominal pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of500 Hertz as the transmitter, A 26.5 inch 
diameter Galilean telescope focuses the lidar return signal onto a six-stage gated 
photomultiplier tube tPMT). The transceiver uses a coaxial design with the transmitted 
pulses circularly scanned, 15 degrees from nadir, to achieve a 30 degree full angle scan 
pattern. Four VME based computers perform the data acquisition and system control 
The system consists of three m~or subsystems: the transmitter, the receiver 
scanner, and the data aequisitionfcontroL Figure \9 is a block diagram that shows, in 
conceptual forni, the interconnection between the various system components 
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2. O\VL System SpecificlItiolis a nd Parameters 
a Excimer Laser(Dye Laser Pump Source) 
Wavelength 308 nanometers 
Pulse energy 200 mil1ijoules 
PRF 250 Hertz (approximately) 
Average power 50 Walls 
Pulsewidth 22 nanoseconds 
Pulse to pulse stability ±3% 
Pulse size 10x23 millimeters 
Jitter ±2 nanoseconds 
Adjustable time delay 1-3.5 microseconds 
Beam divergence .4 milliradians 
Table 1. Excimer laser parameters. 
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h. Dye La~cr 
Wavelenf:,'ih (with Coumarin 102) 470-510 nanomt:lefs 

Pulse energy 30-40 mil lijoules (typical) 

Average poV.'l:f 15-20 Watts (typical) 

Pulsewidth 18-20 nanoseconds 

(typical: full width half maximum) 
Table 2 Dye laser parameters 
c Receiver (Telescope) 
Type Refractive Galilean 
Aperture 29 meters 2 
Diameter 26.5 inches 
Field of view 1,0-10.1 def:,'fccs full angle 
Detector ITT F4084 (six stage) 
Bandwidth 300 Megahertz 
Photocathode S-20 
Quantum efficiency 12% at 480 nanometers 
Table 3. Rece iver parameters 
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d Scanner 
Transmitter JROlating optical wedge 
Receiver Rotat ing fresnel wedge 
Scan angle j 15 degrecs 
Scan rate I1.2, L5, 2.3, 3. 1, 4,6, 6, I, 7.7, 9, I (Henz) 
Table 4. Scanner parameters 
e Analog to Digital Converter 
\.] 0 nano~econds 
1024 

5,2-8.2 bits (dep;::nding on bandwidth) 

Table 5. Analog to digital converter parameters 
f System 
Table 6, System parameters. 
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3, Subsystem Descriptions 
a. J,aser Transmitter Subsystem 
rhe laser transmitter subsystem consists of two Lambda Physik Moot:! EMG 
203 XeCI excimer pump lasers and a customized dye laser, These lasers had to be 
ruggediz.::d and converted to operate on 400 Hertz power aboard a P-3 aircraft. This was 
done by NA We. The cxcimcr lasers generate ultraviolet light at 308 nanometers used to 
pump a tunable dye laser. The dye laser converts the ultraviolet light to the blue-green 
region of the visihle speetrwn and is tunable bet",,'een 470 and 510 nanometers 
Coumarin ]02 is the lasing medium, Eacb excimer laser operates at a maximum PRF of 
250 Hertz and seqllentially pumps the dye laser to achieve a 500 Hertz system PRF 
h. Receiver/Scanner Subsystem 
Figure 20 is a block diagram oftbe mmM:eiver The system uses a coaxial 
transmitter and receiver arrangement, with the ren:iver telescope mounted vertically over 
a 36 inch square by two inch thick Plexiglas window put in the underside of the aircraft 
as part oCthe extensive modifications. Lascr pulses arc directed trom the transmitter 
subsystem to the scanner mounted below the aircraft floor by the output optics. Thc 
optics components consist of three mirrors, two lenses, transmitter optical wedge, and the 
aircraft window. Also illustrat.::d by Figurc 19, at the telescope enclosure, mirror one (I) 
directs the laser output below the aircraft floor to the longitudinal axis ofthc scanner and 
mirror two (2) directs the beam to the center ofthe receiver telescope. Mirror three (3) 
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directs the beam to the optical wedge, whkh in turn bends the light 15 degrees from 
nadir before exiting the aircraft through the aircraft windov." 
A divergcr assembly consisting of lenses one ( 1) and two (2) controls the 
Jaser spot size. Lens two is fixed , while [ens one is adjustable under servo control from 
the Data Acquisition/Control Subsystcm(DACS1. The distance between these two lenses 
and the altitude of the aircraft detennines the transmitter spet sile on the water surface 
The receiver telescope utilizes six lenses, an iris, and an interference filter, 
which focus the Jidar return onto a gateable photomultiplier tube (PMT) as illustrated in 
figure 21, A PMT provides the desi red dynamic range (approximately lOG). The iris is 
used to control the field of view of the receiver, and has an adj ustable diamdt'T of ,5 to 
6. I inches ( 1, 0-101 degrees full angle field of view). A DACS oontrols the iri s An 
index matching fluid between the final collecting lens and the PMT minimizes the total 
internal reflection losscs at the front surface of the PMT Interference filters are used 
only during daylight flight operations. 
rhe scarmer is mounted in front of the receiver objective lens and (;Dnmins 
the transmitter optical wedge and the receiver Fresnel wedge. which collects light 15 
degrees off nadir. These components are rigidly connected and romte simultaneously to 
achieve a 30 degree full angle circular scan pattern and insure that the receiver and 
transmitter remain in alignment. The scanner rotation is counterclock ....i sc vicwcd from 
the top orthe aircraft The oricntation ofthc laser beam shape does not change with 
scanner rotatIon 
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The receiver consists of the gated PlvfL high voltage power supply, and 
analog signal processing electronics. The PMT is an ITT model F4084 with a 1.) inch 
aperture, utilizing six dynodes, an S-20 type photocathode, and a grid gale contrul. The 
signal detccted by thc PMT is split, processed through one offour analog circuits, and 
sent by a line driver/line rcccivcr to a Tek1ronix 2000 digitizer 
c. Data Acquisition/Control Subsystem 
The DataAcquisitiun/Control Suhsystem(DACS) provide computer control of 
the lidar hardware. The Df\CS consists of four VJv1E-bus based computer systems, 
which perform tour separate tasks system control and data recording, navigation data 
collection, data read back and display, and transceiver control. Return laser pulses are 
digitized at a 500 Hertz rate by the Tektronix 2000 digitizer and recorded on the High 
Density Digital Recorder (HDUR) with suftlcicnt ancillaJ)" data to calculate the numhtr 
of photons returned from a given depth slice of ocean water at a given time 
In particular, this subsystem performs the following nine tasks 
J Control transmitter parameters (beam divergence, PRF, scan rate) 

2 Control receiver pammeters (field of view, PMT gain) 

3. Digiti!:e and record laser return pulses at 500 Hertz. 

4 Display laser waveforms to verify system operation (at onc Hertz rate) 

Interface to the aircraft Inertial Navigation System and a Global Positioning 
System and record aircraft position, attitude, and altitude 
6. 	 Record lidar sensor parameters on a shot-by-shot basis 
7. 	 Record the output of the optical angle sensor which measures the beam angle 
on the fina l mirror as well as the transceiver platform inertial infurmation such 
as 1inear and angular acceleration 
8 Record system timing information associated with each laser shot 
9 Provide operator interface to change system parameters inilighl 
The Tektronix 2000 dIgit izer contains fuur channels, each of which can 
store up to 1024 samples, with a minimum sample lime of two nanoseconds per sample 
Default sampling rate is two nanoseconds, but this can be varied between two and ten 
nanoseconds in one nanosecond steps 
A Fairchild Model 85, 2X t rack, HDDR. records the data at a iape speed of 
thirty inches per second, at a clock rale of 800 Kilohertz 
4. Description ofF;l'.periment 
Thc )Javal Air Warfare Center (NA WC), Aircraft Division, ',I.;arminster, 
Pennsylvania, conducted an airborne lidar hathymctric survey of the Ham let's Cove Test 
Range uff tglin Air Force Base in northwest Florida. The survey was perfomlcd using 
NAWC' s Ocean Water Lidar (OWL) systcm operating from aNAwe P-3A fixed wing 
ai rcraft. Missions were flown over the range on 07 and 08 September. 1994 
Six sets ufpasses were flown in a nurtherly direction from deep water toward the 
shoreline. One set of passes wa~ flown in a westerly direction parall el to the shoreli ne. 
Laser spot size varicd between these sets of passes and had values of one meter, six 
meters, and twelve meters. The laser pul se width had values of eight nanoseconds or 4.5 
nanoseconds The total number of passes flown was sixty two. and a subset of these 
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consisting of eight passes with a twelve meter spot size were selected to form the 
bathymetric database. A samplc by sample processing orthe database determined the 
ditl'crcnce between the surface and the bottom reflections, The ancillary data were used 
to position the sample in thc aircraft reference frame. Sample position compensation 
included: scan angle, roll, pitch, and drift. A differential Global Positioning Systcm 
provided the aircraft position 
The data analyzed in this report arc of two of the northerly passes and a westerly 
pass with the aircraft flying at an altitude of approximately 600 feet. The northerly 
passes were chosen to allow for an observation of the change in lidar waveform as the 
system tmnsitioned from a region with no bottom, to the shallow water reg-ion, to the 
beach, with laser spot sizes of one meter and twelve meters, The wl>:sterly pass, with a 
laser spot size of one meter, provided a signal consistently within the difficult rcgion of 
shallow water 
in order to effectively analyze these wavefonns, a computer program was 
developed to allow stepping through each subset of data to observe the levels of I idar 
return within the water columns searched by the system. The laser return included a 
strong signal from the air/sea interface and the sea bottom. Thl>: portion orthe waveform 
hetween these two regions oontains the desired signa l that would indicate the preSl>:nce of 
a mine-like object either within the water volume, or close \0 the bottom 
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n. \'1AGlC' LANTERN AIlAPTAnON IML(A)I 
1. System ConcepUDescription 
The gent:ral rvU.(A) system is a wide area lictar system developed by the Kaman 
Aerospace Corporation of Bloomfield, Connecticut, to detect, classify and localize 
floating, moored, and bottom mines, and provide real time imagery arthe beach and/or 
the hottom in the surf zone . Figure 22 is a wnceptual diagram of the system provided by 
Coastal Systems Station, Panama City Florida Tt incorporates a solid state blue-green 
laser and uses a frequency doubled output wavelength of 532 nanometers with 
nanost:cond pulse widths. It has been tested on the SH-2F helicopter, but may he adapted 
for use on a numher of other airborne platfonns. f igure 23 shows the system 
configuration on an SH-2f \vith its three major componcnts: the pod, the equipment rack, 
and the operator station The total Magic Lantern equipment weigh! is 113940 pounds 
Six intensified charge coupled device (lCCD) cameras capturc reflected energy from a 
gated slice of a water column. The intensified charge coupled device works the same as 
a hasic CCD, but is designed to allow for better low light imaging capabilities. The 
computer processed image displays mine-like objects (reflections/shadows) with rough 
approximations of shape and relative location to the system operator. Figure 24 is a 
functional diab'fam of the system Each detected object is also logged in a data base A 
tactical display is available showing the aircraft position and location of all detections 
An onhoard global positioning system is used for position accuracy An Ampcx tape 
system records the display for post mission analysis 
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ML(A) uses a nine nanosecond long pulsc of grccn light at a 40 Hcrtz pulsc 
repetition frequency (PRF) to illuminate a portion oflhe water volume as the helicopter 
moves forward, This volume becomes a strip bounded in the cross track dircction by the 
system's field of view, and in depth hy the critical depth gate chosen for target detection 
The aircrall's radar altimeter is used to ddennine altitude. The system has low, mediwn, 
and high active powcr settings, and can be used passively as well 
I'he system scans from left to right, oriented to the front of the aircraft., in thirteen 
equal steps_ There are then two dead pulses to return to position one, for a total of fifteen 
pulses per sweep. Scan position one is farthest left., seven is nadir, and thirteen is farthest 
right Thcre is also a stare mode at anyone of the thirteen scanner positions (not to be 
confused with a steer mode), In the passive mode, thc laser is ofY The system has a 
polari7er to reduce surface glint Synchronously with the laser firing, a roll axis scanner 
is sequentially driven to thirteen predetermined positioTlS so that the sensor line of sight is 
stepped along rows 
.\1L(A) has bcen adapted for usc in shallow watcr (i.e, the surf zone) from a watcr 
depth of about ten feet, to the high v ..'ater mark on the beach, and must be able to image 
relatively small objects, on the order of six inches to approximately one foot, on the 
hottom_ It is for this reason, that the rcccivcr camcras arc gatcd and configurcd to cover 
aprelielemlined area as opposed to gating to (;over various depth slices within a deep 
water volume 
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The systems depth gatc is setjusl above the bottom, necessitating the 
incorporation ofa bottom follower to update the bottom location, For the portion of the 
scan on the heach, the cameras arc gated just above the beach to minimize glint. 'Ih(' 
bottom follower locales the hottom, surf, or beach to within one foot (approximatciy two 
nanoseconds) It estimates the total round-trip time for the next shol by using current 
measured bottom data with past measurements to provide an estimate for gating the ne xt 
shot A Kalman filter is used for this process 
Magic Lantern uses a unique ty~ of lidar t:alled range gated imaglIlg In range 
gated imaging, the optical receiver is a type of camera and the signal is displayed as an 
actual image capable of being displayed on a video monitor Figure 25 IS a srace-time 
diagram for an imaging lidar system 
In summar}" first, a pulse tim ing generator triggers the pulsed laser to fire Then, 
the laser pulse is sent through optics which spread out the pulse to illuminate a patch on 
the water. The laser pulse penetrates the water and illuminates both the water and any 
obje!,;ts in the water. Thc pu lse is backs!,;attercd from the water and the object and travels 
back to the six intensified eharge coupled device eamems_ Thc pulse timing generator 
sends gating signals to each camera at the prccisc moment when the pulse retums from 
the desired range, and a very short exposure is made by thc camera_ The resulting images 
are either sent to an Image Processing Computer (IPC) for automatic target detection, or 
is sent to the operator's video display for manual viewing Figure 26 shows the path of 
light as it is processed by the system 
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2. Subsystems Descriptions 
Figure 27 shows the arrangement of the various subsystems within the Magic 
Lantern sensor pod. 
a. Scanner Subsystem 
fhe scanner has two mirrors attached to a single shaft that is drivcn by a 
torque motor. A small laser scan mirror deflects thc high peak power laser pulse The 
second mirror is larger, aod steers the lines of sight of the six boresighted, gakd, 
intensified charge coupled device receivers. The timing of the electronic shuttcrs for 
each ofthe six receivers is adjusted independently hy the computer using programmable 
time delay generators. Each receiver gate can be set indepcndently. The aircraft's radar 
altimeter determines the exact distance to the water surface to allow for wmpcnsation of 
thc laser pulse time of flight from the semor pod to the water surfacc 
To ensure the absence of gaps in the scan pattern, the scanner provides overlap 
hetween scans. The nominal crosstrack (footprint to footprint) overlap is twenty eight 
pixels, while the minimum along track (scan line to scan line) overlap is seventy four 
pixels 
h. Laser Transmitter Subsystem 
ML(A) uses an Nd:YAG laser whose fundamental frequency is in the infrared 
range of the electromagnetic spectrum at 106 microns. The beam is then sent through a 
hannonic generator which convens the infrared light to green at 532 nanometers The 
conversion efficiency from infrared to green is nominally 50%. The output pulse energy 
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in the greell wavelength is 0.5 Joules/pulse at the operating PRf. The pulse is less than 
ten nanoseconds long and the beam diameter befure laser uptics is approximately one 
centimeter. Figure 28 is a schematic of the ML(AJ Nd:YAG laser 
After conversion \0 green light, the pulsed beam is sent into the laser opti(;s 
section, The laser optics expand the small diameter heam and send it out into a fixed 
cone angle. The inpul1aser has a Ciaussian (bell) jhape. Tu (;Ompcnsate for this, the 
laser passes through a beam homogenizer, which scatters the beam in a solid channel 
such that the output is rectangular, non-coherent, and evenly distributed across the field 
AI a nominal altitude:: urfom hundred feet, the beam field of illuminati011 of a 
single shot is 8.46 degrees along track, and 3.6} degrees cross track. This equates to each 
set of six camera images representing a rectangular area of25 .2 feet wide by 59,5 feet 
long, The full thirteen shot pattcrn represents an area 300 fect wide by 59.5 feet long 
Figure 29 illustrates this projected illum ination pattern 
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The laser opemting parameters arc as fo llows 
Laser output wavelength 532.1 nanometers 
Laser pulse repeti tion rate I 40 Hertz 
~B~'_"m_d~i'~m~'~t"~~__~1~7~m_il1~im~ct~'_"~___________ ______ _____ 
Beam transverse profile 1 Circular Gaussian 
Coherencc length 1 .66 centimeters 
Beam pointing stability 56.84 microradians full angle, peak to peak 
~B"-,---C ,g'n" ·-----' mil1iradians full angle am di--:ve---- 1-'.18-
Beam energy 1525 millijoulesipulse 
Linear beam polarization I .76 degrees off perpendicular to optical bench Dcgree of 
polarization - 99.58% 
Table 7 ML{A) laser operating parameters 
c Receiver Subsystem 
The ML(t\) rcceivers oonsist of an intensified charge CQupled device with 
readout electronics, a linear polarizer, a lens assemhly, a narrow spectral bandpass filter 
(NBPF), and support electronics. Energy received is filtered by the NBPF so that only a 
narrow spectral range around the laser wavelength of 532 nanometers passes through 
Other light, such as sunlight, outside the bandpass is f11tered out 
The filtered light then passes througb the lens assembly forming an ima!.,,'e of the 
illuminated scene at the sensitive surface of the ICeD. ML(A) utilizes a 172.5 
millimeter, FIl .92 lens. The lens assembly also determines tbe field of view for the 
system. The receiver field of view is 2.72 degrees by 1.78 degrees with a pixel format of 
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256 by 168 as illustrated in Figure 30. Pixel resolution is 185 microradiansipixd The 
amplifi~d image is read oui by the associated readout eieclromcs 
Tbe IceD controls the exposure oflbe camera. The intensifier used in the 
ML(A) system i~ a single stageGen III intensifier tube, with a vanable gain of 10 10 
5000. Figure 31 illustrates the Gcn III intensifier Automatic gain control aflbe ICeD, 
exposure by exposure, maintains a constant video level presentation \0 the operator 
Sensor dynamic range is 60 decil)Cis 
Exposure control, or gating, circuitry controls the precise liming delay between 
laser firing and camera expoSlITC, as well as the len!,rth oflhe exposure, or gate 
The two dimensional image from each receiver represents the laser light 
backscartered from a single range gate. The combination of the six receiver images from 
different adjacent portions of the water volume result in a three by two tiled receiver 
footprint, and represent an image oftlie illuminated area and of targets that may be 
contained within the search volume_ An onboard computer automatically detet--ts, 
classifies, and local izts mine-like objects, providing selected subimages for operator 
review_ Figure 32 is a sen~or block diagram 
d. Bottom Follower Subsystem 
The bottom follower consists of the detector and associated electro-optics, 
along with its signal processing subsystem. 
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The bottom follower parameters are as follows 
field of view 0.88 degrees (ten feet at 650 foot altitude) 
Sensor rise time ::0;3 nanoseconds 
Detector dynamic range 60 decibels 
Operating dynamic range I 48 dccibels 
Electronic bandwidth 150 Megahertz 
filters 3 nanometer full width half maximum bandpass Linear 
polarizing 
Gain Automatic gain control 
Signal Processor 
Sampling frequency 500 Megahertz 
AiD resolution 8 bits minimum 
])ata recorder capacity 150 Megab)'tes 
Table 8 1'.1L(A) bottom follower parameters 
e Instrument Control Computer (ICC) 
The instrument control computer interfac-es witll the image processing 
computer and display monitor. It also acts a.~ the system control platform for the sensor 
control indicator, pilot control illdicator, scanner servo, camera automatic gain control 
and gating, digital tape recorder, VCR, and the laser. The ICC controls the central 
input/output processing of aircraft data and target database management [t is also the 
boltom fol IO\,,'er processor jnteliace 
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3. Desc ription or EX llCriment 
The Coastal Systems Station (eSS), Panama City > Florida, was tasked by Naval 
Sea Systems Command (NAVSEASYSCOM), Program Executive Office, Mine Warfare 
(PMO 210) to evaluate the ML(A) demonstrator system. The objective ortne ML(A) 
program was to demonstrate a technology that can rapidly detect, classify, and localize 
objects in the surf zone. The eS5 program is 10 include an extensive test and real world 
data collection effort based on government testing at up to four lest ranges. These ranges 
are to display increasing degrees of clUtier, obstacle, and water clarity values 
The data presented in this paper are from the first conlmctor test (CT-I) of the 
ML(A ) technology demonstrator conducted at Eglin Air Force Base Gulf Test Range, 
Test Site A-15A on Okaloosa Island, Florida, during the period 08-14 December 1994 
The test field was approximately 550 feet wide by 800 feet long, encompassing an area 
from sand dunes to a fifteen foot depth contour line. Targets were located in the dune 
vegetation and on two, five, ten, and fifteen foot water depth contour lines. The aircraft 
flew directly over the test field at altitudes of 400, 500, and 650 foot altitudes. The data 
in this report are from the 650 foot altitude pass. Simulated mines were round six inch 
and twelve inch bottom targets. The specified reflectance of these targets were 8% and 
23% at the system wavelength of 532 nanometers. A bonom reflectance of 45% was 
assumed at 532 nanometers. This combination ofreflectances yielded a target-Io­
background contrast of 0.82 for the fWo reflectance targets, and 0.49 for the 23% 
rel1ectance targcts. The targets were painted olive or gray by the govemment to meet 
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these specifications. Also in the field were specified non-mine-like objects (Nl\.1LO) 
such as one foot by Iwo fOOl rectangu lar objects, railroad tics, wheel barrows, and two 
foot circular objects, as well as resolut ion panels, to lest the systems ability \0 classi fy 
detected objects accurately 
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VI.. OHSERVATIOl"iS AND ANALYSIS 
A. OCEAN WATER LIDAR (OWL) 
Each of the three system passes analyzed htre, will henceforth be referenced by 
ils respective alphanumeric title. These titles aTC: 00534, DOS1!, and D0519. Selected 
plots have been chosen from cach pass to illustrate a desired aspect of the observations 
The data were examined on a line by line basis for each individual system pass to search 
for the presence ora mine-like object 
The first plot for each pass is an overview of the entire data sct for a specified 
period ofsystt:m opc[a1ion. The direction of aircraft flIght is along the dire('1ion of 
increasing row numbers. rIots for each of the system's gain settings (low, medium, and 
Iligh) are arranged adjacent to each other witllin an arbitrarily set sample nm~,'e 
corresponding to the set of range gates captured by the system , The thickness and 
darkness of the plot features arc a fu nction of the analysis program used, A th ick black 
band is an indication that the plot is saturated, not necessarily the system instrument 
The overview plot is followed by a series of plots of selected subsets of the data 
These subsets essentially a llow for a mab'Tlificd look at a small segment of the data This 
relatively small seb'lTlent, or panel, consists of one hundred and eight rows of the 
oveT\'leW plol. Once again, aircraft directIOn of flight lS along increasing row numbers, 
and plots for the three gain sett ings arc arranged adjacently with subsets of the range 
gates selected to include measurements from just above the surface to beyond the sea 
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bottom_ Pands arc labeled with data alphanumeric titles fo ll owed by the row values 
from which the plot was sc1eeted. 'J 'hese row values correspond to those oflhe overview 
plot. The sinusoidal pattern ofUlese plots is a product of the system's circular scan 
pattcrn_ 1t is within the~e mab'll.ified representations of laser return that a target would 
first be evident if detectable by the system 
Following each p<1nd plot is at least one line plot These line plots represent a 
single row of data from within the associated panel plot as indicated in the plot's title 
The plot's title indicates the alphanumeric title for thc data from which it W'dS selectcd as 
well as the specific row it represents. Thesc line plots illustrate the return wavciorm 
intensity versus rangc gatc values increasing to the right of thc plot. The system intensity 
had an analog range of l eTa to one volt, digi.t ized to zero to 1024 bits. The high gain 
channel typically saturates over a broad rangc of gatcs_ Each range gate was 
approximately two nanoseconds_ The laser pulse traveled approximately one foot, round 
trip, every I\vo nanoseconds. Therefore, the approximate water depth, in fect, can be 
calculated by detennining the number afrange gates bctween the leading edge oflhe 
surface return peak and the leading edgc orthe bottom relurn peak, and dividing that 
number by two The top subplot uses a logarithm vertical axis, the bottom subplot uscs a 
linear scale. Low, medium, and high gain values appear congruently on eaeh scale. Tfa 
target was detected in the panel plot, the line plot could than be analyzed for the 
increased inten.sity oflaser return associated with that target 
" 

Surface and bottom rcturns arc distinguishable because of their steep rise times 
in conjunction with their high intenSIty values_ Electronic ringing is pn:sent in some of 
the data sets, particularly for waveforms \-...ilh strong surface returns 
The data contains variability in surface return, volume backscatter, ami bottom 
return signals. Based on knowledge of the effects Oflhc air/sea interface return 
amplitude as a [Imction of wind speed and beam off nadir angk, and volume backscatter 
amplitude as a function of water clarity parameters, under normal working conditions the 
surface returns arc a mixture of interface retJections and volume backscatter peaks. The 
line plOIS presented here show how Ihc origin of the surface ret urn varies depending on 
Ihe dominance of these parameters In actuality, many of the surfal:e returns rcpresent 
linear combinations of these parameters, resulting in an interface return with an initial 
rapid rise to some level followed by a stretchcd volume return. 
1. Pass »0534 
This set of data was collected while the aircraft was flying in a nonherly direction 
over an area ranging from decp water toward the beach, on 07 September, 1994 A 
tv.'dve meter las!;.':r spot size was used for this pass 
Figure 33 shows the overview of this pass, The dark band in the center of the 
plots for the different gain settings represents surface retum As the aircraft approaches 
the beach and, thus, transitions to shallower water, the bottom retum appears on the right 
of the plots_ As the system gain increases, the bottom return is detectitbJe at 
correspondingly greater depths (earlier row numbers). The twdve meter laser spot size 
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illuminates a large area of the water column, and, therefore, causes a dense accumulation 
of laser return. This effect is ohservcd in these plots by the darkness and thickness of the 
plotted return val ues 
Figures 34 through 50 show the system's varying return as the transition is madc 
from deep water, to shallow water, to the beat:h 
Figure 34 is a plot of rows 540 to 647. The bottom can be seen in the high gain 
plot, and is harely visible in the medium gain plot, hut has yet to hecome evident in the 
low gain plot. The system's t:ircular scan pattern not only causes the sinusoidal shape of 
the plot, but also results in the return signal's apparent light and dark regions along the 
row axis When the beam is received at nadir, the surface return appears darker than at 
angles off nadir hecause of the specular reflection of the laser pu lse off the airlsea 
interface The converse is true for the bottom return, it appears more intense at angles 
otl"nadir 
Figure 35 is the line plot for row 564 The :lew range gate value of the line plots 
correspond to a panel plot sample value of 145 for low gain, 427 for medium gain, and 
757 for high gain. The high gain values are off scale for the linear plot and barely in 
range for the log plot. The strong interface reflection of the surface return is seen, 
however, in the low and medium gain values. Bottom return is best observed in the 
linear plot of the medium gain va lues. This return is not as sharp as may he expected 
from the bottom because of the depth of the water sounding. The approximate water 
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depth for this sample is fifty feet. Figure 36 shows the panel plot for ro\\'5 1620 through 
1727 In this region, the bottom is becoming more evident in the medi um gain plot 
fhe li ne plots of Figure 37 not only illustrate the effects of ringing on the down 
slope of the surface return, but also an increase in the contribution ofvolurne backscatter 
When compared to Figure 35, the pulse v.ldth urthe surface return is greater in Figure 37, 
indicating that the surface return has more hackscatter components than strictly interface 
related components. Approximate water depth is fo rty fect 
figure 38 shows the wntinuing tn::nd of Jaser return with aircraft motion Subtle 
features in the buttom return appear more clearly in Figure 39, where a sharper bottom 
return is beginning to take fonn in the medium gain pLot. 
A.s the bottom return becomes stronger in the low gain plots, the high gain plots 
become more saturated. This effect is illustrated in Figure 40, where the bottom is now 
very clear in the medium gain plOL faint in the low gain plot, and the high gain plot has 
become obscured. figure 41 shows how there may be a sharp bonom retUTIl in one gain 
level, in this case medium gain, while the lower gain level reveals the lower bottom 
return resolution, Approximate water depth is thirty five feet 
Figures 42 and 4] illustrate the increasing waveform intensity in the various gain 
levels with deneasing water depth The approximate water depth for this sample is 
twenty live feet . 
Figure 44 shows, once again, varying waveform intensity with scan angle off 
nadir as well as decreasing water depth. Figures 45 and 46 are waveforms from an 
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approximate water depth of twenty feet that demonstrate the possibility of great bottom 
return amplitude variations from pulse 10 pulse. The difference between these figures is 
one of phase in the angular sweep. Figure 45 shows the strong surtace return associated 
with laser return ncar nadir, while Figure 46 shows more equivalent surtaee and bottom 
retUni associated with laser return off nadir. In Figure 46, the high gain data are saturated 
for all range gates 
In water depths of less than twenty feet, the low gain level becomes the only one 
containing usable ta rget information This is illustrated in Figure 47. Decreasing water 
depth brings the surface and boltom return waveforms so close together that the line plots 
also become difficult to draw useful information from. Figure 48 shows that the down 
slope of the surface return has not been minimized before the upslope of the bottom 
return, lfthere were a target in the region between the surface and the bottom it would 
he difficult to extract target identification information from the noise associated with 
waveform returns in this region. 
As a final illustration of the difficult ies induced by the shallow water 
environment, Figures 49 and 50 are from an approximate waler depth of twelve feet. The 
low gain panel plot is the only source ofuscablc information about possible targets in tbis 
region. The line plot illustrates how the bottom return becomes the dominant feature in 
this region 
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2. Pass DOSll 
rhis set of data was oollcctt:tl while the ain;raft was nying in a northerly diredion 
over an area ranging from deep water toward the beach, un 08 September, 1994 A one 
meter laser spot size was used for this pass 
Figure 51 is the overview for this pass. It is interpreted in the same way as the 
overview plot of figure 33. The major difference between this set of data and that of 
D0534, is that now a one meter Jaser spot size is being used as opposed to the twelve 
meter laser spot size ofD0534 The effect of using this smaller spot Si7.e is to illuminate 
a smaller area of the water column and allow for higher resolution of smaller targets 
Unfortunately, the sweep pattern could not he adjusted in such a way as to allow 
complete coverage, so the one meter spot size data suffer from gaps in the sampling of 
the target area. While reasonable for bathymetry measurement, adjustment would 
ohviously need to be made for a true minehunting system, This smal ler area of 
illumination, when plotted, results in a less dense laser return plot. This decrease in 
laser return density results in the plot of Figure 51 having finer and more faint lines than 
Figure 33 indicating the surface and bottom relums 
Figures 52 through 5R highlight portions orlhe pass to illustrate, once again, 
aspects of the system operated over areas with water depths ranging from offshore to the 
beach. Figures 52 and 53 show the occurrcnce of battom rerum in the high gain plot, 
while it is still not detectable in the medium or low gain plots. The one metcr spot size 
results in the surface rellUlI plots of this panel not being as "","ide or as intense as those of 
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the 00534 data. Figure 53 is the line plot for row 545, When compared to the line plots 
ofD0534, this line plot has sharper rise times due to the decreased laser spot size of 
D0511. These sharper rise times allow for more accurate spatial determination ofthc 
surraee, the bottom, and any possible targets located between the two, These plots. 
however, also indicate the presence ofmore noise in the signal. This increase in noise is 
due to the fact that the narrower heam experiences more etl'ects of the sea surface 
scatltring the light out of the receiving element field ofyiew The zero range gate value 
of the line plots correspond to a panel plot sample value of 130 for the low gain plot. 412 
for the medium plot, and 742 for the high gain plot The approximate depth of the water 
in this region is thirty five feet.rhe twelve meter laser spot size ofD0534 allowed for 
bottom detection at depths of approximately fifty feet 
Figure 54 shows the bottom return as it starts to become visible in the lov.' gain 
plot As expected, it is already quite strong in the medium and high gain plots, The .line 
plots for row 2762, in Figure 55, shm".. the strong bottom return associated with a region 
approximately twenty feet deep. Again, the noise in this region is accentuated in the 
medium and low gain plots. but so too an: the short rise times of the surface and bottom 
returns. As previously stated, this shorter rise time indicates an increase in the system's 
ability to resolve (detect) smaller objects 
As a final illustration of the system's use as a tool with which to search the 
bottom in a ~hallow water region, Figure 56 shows the intense bottom return associated 
with this region when using the one meter laser spot size. More separable surface retum 
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inh:nsities are also jl\uslmtcd which indicate that if there was a Img!;:! in this region, the 
probahility of dct.:cting it would be greater than if the twelve meter laser sfXlt size were 
used 
Figures 57 and 58 illustrate the variability in bottom return between pu lses as well 
as the noise associated with exploiting the shallow water regiun optically_ Within this 
region, the amplitude uflhe bottom rctWll bc(;()mcs consistently b'Tealer than the 
amplitude uflhe surface return The approximate water depth in this region is between 
five and ten fcel 
J. Pass 1>0519 
This sel of data was collected while the aircraft was flying in a westerly direction 
paral lel to the shorelme on 08 Septemher, 1994, The water depth remained consistently 
between five and ten feet. A one meter laser spot sizc was used for this pass 
Figure 59 is the overview plot for this pass. This plot is interpreted in the same 
way as the previous overview plots with the exception of the observance of the bottom 
return as a feature that comes in slowly from the right side ofthe plot. ln 00519, the 
surface and bottom returns are intertwined throughout the entire extent of the rows 
plotted In the region hetween row two thousand and row four thousand, the surface and 
botlOm returns become more separable from each other presumably because ofa change 
in the bottom contour 
Figure 60 is a pand plot of rows 3240 through 3347 Al though the overview plot 
of Figure 59 indicates a surface and bottom return that may be separable in this region, 
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Figure 60 shows that this remai ns difficult in a shallow water cnvironmcnt Figure 61 is 
the line plot [or row 3258. The zero range gate value or the line plot s correspond to a 
panel plot sample value of 140 for the low gain plot, 472 for the medium gain plot, and 
752 for the high gain plot. In order to better facilitate the ability to distinguish the plots 
for the various gains, the medium gain plot is ind icated by a line with dots at the data 
valu es_ This figure illustrates the wcak surface return , and strong bonom return 
associated with the shallow water region Also noticeable, is the high noise associated 
with this region 
Figures 62 and 63 are provided to further emphasize the strong bottom return 
characteristic ofthis set of data. The linc plot for row 4249 in Figure 63 Illustrates the 
near absent:e of a surface return as, in this region, bottom return clearly dominates 
B. MAGIC ~TE.Rl~ ADAPTATION l~n,(A)J 
Figures 64 through 68 are plots of data collet:ted {Tom one of the ML(A) test 
flights conducted at the Eglin Air Force Rase Test Range in December, 1994. The flight 
shO\~n here was flown at an approximate altitude of600 feet, heading east, parallel to 
the shore li nc_ It was difficult to compare the tlight results witll ground truth; however, 
the water depth searched is known to be between five and fifteen fect 
Figure 64 is an overview ofthe dahl taken as the aircraft moved along its search 
path Fivc full system scans are plotted as rows along the axis of aircmft motion The 
numbers along the scan axis represent the number of the tiled footprint oftlle six 
cameras, Shirting from the number along the aircraft motion axis. Each individual square 
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represents the image from a single camera. There are fifteen of these tiled scan patterns 
per row. The dark foot print at either I:nd of Io: uch row rcpn:sents the two dead pulses per 
system sweep. The dark bands that appear consistently in the bottom of the camera 
images a long the right sidlo: of each tiled footprint weTe caused by a misalignment that 
existed hl:tween the transmitter and receiver dur ing th is system test 
Upon dose examination of Figure 64, a target can bl;: seen to appear in rows two 
and three (marked on the vert ical axis by the beginning scan numbers 20 and 35 
respectively). In row two, the image for scan twt:nty six shows a target in the upper left 
squa re of the two by three sysh:m footprint. This square will be rderred to as that 
representing Ihe image for camera two. In row three, the image for scan forty one shows 
a ta rget in the middk left square of the t\'.'o by three system footprint This square wi ll be 
referred to as that representing the image fo r camCnl fOUL These two images are ofthe 
samc iargel being imaged by different cameras in different scans as the helicopter moves 
a long its search path. The target appears as a dark spot on a relatively lighter background 
because of the difference in rcflectivity of the target as eomparoo to the sand on which it 
lays 
Figure 65 illustrates the two by three footprint of scan t\'.'enty six. This figure 
more clearly shuws the target in the upper left square for camera two. In actual system 
operation, this is the image that wuuld be presented at the operator station's viewing 
moni tor 
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Figure 66 illustrates the two by three footprint of scan forty one. Once again, the 
target appears clearly in the middle left square representing camera four. The smaller 
black spot to the right ufthe target imllge is lin artifact caused by a bad pixel in the 
Figure 67 shows the single camera image ofscan twenty six containing thc target 
The line plot shows pixel intensity values for one of the rows that contain the target, in 
this case, row 130. The tllrget can be located in the line plot by locating the area of 
minim um pixel value. 
Figure 6& shows the single camcra image afscan forty one containing the target 
As in Figure 66, the hllQ pixel can also be seen. The line plot is interpretcd in the same 
way as that for Figure 67 
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vn. SU\1\U.RV 
fhe data presented here are from systems that are vastly different in the form or 
the output presented to the operator, but identical in the physical parameters and effects 
ofthe environment that need to be addressed when designing an airborne laser system to 
search a desib'llated water volume 
The analysis of the data from the Ocean Water I ,idar system used a computer 
program that allowed for stepping through the data one line at a time. Three sets of data 
from three separate flights were examined in this manner. The panel plots consisting of 
one hundrcd and eight rows were first examined visually for the possible presence of a 
mine like object. The individual lines oft.hat pand were then examined one at a time to 
look for possible cvidcnce ofa target within the line plots. No ohvious targets were 
detected through this analysis. The one meter laser spot size presented a c1earcr panel 
plot for im'estigation, and sharper rise times of the returns in the line pIOIS. There was 
however, a loss in depth penetration ,vith a decrease in laser spot size. The "hvelve meter 
laser spot size data demonstrated a strong bottom return at depths up to approximately 
fifty feet, while the one meter laser spot sin did not givc a strong bottom return Mtil the 
water depth decreasro to approximatdy thirty five feet 
fhe Magic Lantern Adaptation data were analyzed in a similar manner. The data 
oulput was in the fonn of actual Images tlmt necded to be arranged in the proper scan 
footprint fomlat. On<.:e each tile orsix images was properly arranged, each image was 
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examined individually for the presence ofa mine like object. Numerous targets were 
detected, and a representative example of these were cho~tn to be il lustrated in this 
paper 
The most obvious obstacle to the illumination oftargtts in the water by an 
airborne system is the need to overcome the effeet~ of the air/water interface. The 
advantage of observing the data collected by the Ocean Water Lidar system, is that it 
presents the opportunity to examine a raw waveform as it is col lected by an optical 
receiver. It is in this way that a true appreciation of the interface effects on the surface 
return can be realized 
As a fully lime resolved system, Ocean Water Lidar also allowed for the 
observation of varying enviromnental effects on a received waveform. Any lidar system 
wi ll have to overcome these effects, ur at \east account for them, as an attempt is made to 
image objects in shallow water regions. Neither vertical nor horizontal water 
homogeneity can be assumed, and water clarity dala should be obtained for as close to 
actual operating conditions a~ possible 
Along \\; th water surface and water volume effects, variability in the 
characteristics of the bottom is significant. Differing bonum conditions yielded diflering 
bottom returns in the !\.1J.. (A) data. Often, it is within thi s region close to Ih e bottom that 
a target wi.ll most likely lay. If this target is to be detected accuralely, its return must be 
distinctly diffcrentiahle fmm that of the bottom 
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Parameters such as the air/water interface, environmental effects and water 
volume effects are difficult to deal with even in deep water lidar !lpplications. As these 
systems search for the ir place in exploiting the li ttoral environment, these effects become 
great!yaccentuated. [t ""';11 never be possible to eliminate these effects fully, but by 
observing them and being aware of their existence it will be more likely that they can be 





The proliferation of highly destructive sea mines by CmCrh>1ng military forces has 
underscored the need for an effective, accurate, and rapid mine detection system Of 
particular interest are mine hunt ing systems that utilize airborne or satellite platfonns 
since they offer the !X'tcntial of rapid assessment. This thesis analyzed data from two 
minchunting systems that utilized lidar techniques to search a water volume from an 
airborne platform: the Ocean Water Lidar (OWL) system , and the Magic Lantern 
Adaptation LML(A)l system. 
Ocean Water Lidar is a fully time n::solved system that allows for a search ora 
huge volume of water. The entire wavcfonn received from the laser pulse used to search 
this volume offers a potentially high vertically resolved view oftargds within this 
volume. The problem in analysis is to locate n uctuations in the signal that correspond to 
bright or shadowed retums, rather than the many environmentlll factors_ Range gated 
images are needed, and adaptations in the gating system sueh as those employed by 
ML(A), are the obvious next step 
Magic Lantern Adaptation is a system specifically designed to image targets in 
the shallow water environment It is still subject to all the environmental vagarics 
common to all other lidar systems. It is unique in that it provides a "snap-shot" ofa 
potentially high spatial resolution image at a specifiC depth. The data prcscnted here, for 
thc area searched on the day orthe system test , show that it can obtain highly resolved 
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images of targets merely six to twelve inches in diameter. The system, however, would 
henefit from the addition of range-gated images from multiple depths (a characteristic of 
the other Magic Lantern variants) 
The system was tested again off the coast of Southern California in Augusl, 1995 
I was able to participate in this test as an observer. The large number of particu lates 
suspended in the waters of this coastal region on the day 1 was present apparently 
degraded system performance. An important, if somewhat obvious, lesson is that optical 
systems arc not well suited to highly turbid littoral regions 
The job of m inehunting is not an easy one no matter what technique is used. The 
ahility to usc an airborne platform offers the advantages of high area C<lverage rate, 
relative C<lvertness, and real-time, over-thc-horizon data transfer and data processing 
The search for the most effective means to accomplish this task, however, should not be 
directed toward the expectation that a single system will be the panacea Rather, 
minchunting systems should be considered analogous to tools in a tool box. The right 
one must be chosen to accomplish the job at hand effectively under the conditions which 
present themselves at that moment, both OWL and ML(A) could each potentially find 
their place in this minehunting tool box 
Figure I : The electromagnetic spectrum, from long wavelength audio and AM radio 
signals to ultra-short gamma and cosmic rays. The visible band is a relatively small 
section of the spectrum. (Laurence, 1986) 
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Figure 2: An analogy often used to explain how a CCO operates_ A 3x3 bucket (pixel) 
array is shown with vertical and horizontal conveyor belts (CCO registers) that transfer 
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Figure 3. The laser range equation . (Jclalian, 1992) 
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Figure 5: Comparison between IIF acoustical and optical underwater detection. (Kcrvern, 
1992) 
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Figure 7: Diffuse attenuation coefficient for different water types Especially note the 
appreciable increase in coastal areas·CKec\er, 1994) 
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Figure 8: Plo! of values received from CSS, Panama City, Florida, for the coastal region 
orSan Nicholas Island offlhe Southern California coast Note this survey was done in 
the early morning hours 
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Figure 9 Plot of values received from CSS, Panama City, Florida, fur the coastal region 
of San Nicholas !s land ofT the Southern Californi<l coast. These values from early 
afternoon reveal the effects of tidal transpurt of particulates to thc coastal regions of 
California 
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Volume Backscatter CQef1icient (San NIcholas lsland) 
Figure l~: Plot of I coast. ,ecoastal regionSouthern California ClI)", Florida for th of San Nicholas IS1:~~:s;~:ivt:d from SS, Panama . 
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Figure 11: Plot of values received from CSS, Panama City, Florida. for the coastal region 
of San Nicholas lsland off the Southern California coast 
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Figure 12 : Plot of values received from CSS, Panama City, Florida, for the coastal region 
ofOkalooslilsland off the Northwest Florida coast 
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Figure 16: Sample lidar wavefonns from the Canadian Larsen 500 system, (Danic, 1986) 
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Figure 17: Conceptual system diagram ora laser scanner similar to that of the OWL 




Figure 18: Layout oflidar equipment in the P-3A aircraft. Extensive modifications were 
necessitated for installation of system equipment. (Pacific-Sierra Research Corporation, 
1995) 



















F;guce n COO"ptu.' d;agmm of the M.gk Laotem Ad.ptat;oo iML(A)1 'Y"em (CSS,Panama City, 1995) 
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Figure 24: Magic Lantern functional diagram. (Kaman, 1993) 
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Figwc 25: imaging lidar space-time diagram. (Kaman,J993) 
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Figure 27: View of components within the ~d of lhe ML(A) system. from the side 
looking in. (Kaman, 1993) 
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Figure 28: ML(A) Nd:YAG laser schematic. (Kaman, 1993) 
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Fi gure 29: Projected illum ination plIttem of the ML(A) system. (Kaman, 1993) 
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Figure 31 : ML{A) system 's Gcn III inten sified charge coupled device (Kaman, \993) 
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Figure 33 Overview plot of OWL data set 00534 
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Figure 34: Pane! plot ofsekcted rows with in OWL data set D0534 
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Figun: 35 . 1~tne plot of row 564 , 0 \oVL data set D05 34 
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Figure 36: Pane l plot ofsc1ecl.ed rows within OWL data set D0534 
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Figure 38: Panel plot of selected rows within OWL data set 00534 
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Figure 39: Line plot of row 2208, OWL data set [)I)534 
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Figure 40: Panel plot of sel ected rows within OWL data set D0534. 
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Figure 42 : Panel plot ofselccled rows within OWL data set 00534 
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Figure 43 Line plot of ro w 4257, OWL data set 00534. 
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Figure 45: Lint: plot afrow 4920 OWL data set 00534., 
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Figure 46: Li neplotofrow 4940, OWL data set D0534 
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Figure 47: Panel plo! ofseleclcd rows within OWL data set [)O534 
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Figure 48: Line plot orrow 5342, OWL data set IXl534 
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Figure 49: Panel plot of selected rows within OWL data se t D0534 
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Figure 50: Li ne plot of row 5664, OWL data set D0534 
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Figure 51: Overview plot of OWL data set D0511 
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Figure 52: Panel plot of selected rows within OWL data set D05 11 
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Figure 53 : Line plot of row 545, OWL data set D051! 
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Figure 54: Panel plot of selected rows within OWL data set D05 I I 
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Pieure 55: Li ne plot of row 2762, OVVL data set D05l l 
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Figure 56: Panel plol of selected rows within OWL data set D0511. 
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Figure 58: Line plot of row 3990, OWL data sct D05 l l 
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Figure 60: Panel plot of selected rows within OWL data set D0519. 
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Figure 61: Line plot of row 3258, OWL data set 00519 
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Figure 63: Line plot or row 4249, OWL data set DOS 19 
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Figure 64: Overview plot of11L{A) scan data 
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Figure 65: Enlarged plOl of six-tiled ML{A) system footprint far scan 26 
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Figure 66: Enlarged plot of six-tiled ML(A) system footprint for scan 41 
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ML(A) single camera image and associated line plot for camera four of scan 
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